The Diagnostic Properties of Intraoperative Ultrasound in Glioma Surgery and Factors Associated with Gross Total Tumor Resection.
In glioma operations, we sought to analyze sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values of intraoperative 3-dimensional ultrasound (US) for detecting residual tumor compared with early postoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Factors possibly associated with radiologic complete resection were also explored. One hundred forty-four operations for diffuse supratentorial gliomas were included prospectively in an unselected, population-based, single-institution series. Operating surgeons answered a questionnaire immediately after surgery, stating whether residual tumor was seen with US at the end of resection and rated US image quality (e.g., good, medium, poor). Extent of surgical resection was estimated from preoperative and postoperative MRI. Overall specificity was 85% for "no tumor remnant" seen in US images at the end of resection compared with postoperative MRI findings. Sensitivity was 46%, but tumor remnants seen on MRI were usually small (median, 1.05 mL) in operations with false-negative US findings. Specificity was highest in low-grade glioma operations (94%) and lowest in patients who had undergone prior radiotherapy (50%). Smaller tumor volume and superficial location were factors significantly associated with gross total resection in a multivariable logistic regression analysis, whereas good ultrasound image quality did not reach statistical significance (P = 0.061). The specificity of intraoperative US is good, but sensitivity for detecting the last milliliter is low compared with postoperative MRI. Tumor volume and tumor depth are the predictors of achieving gross total resection, although ultrasound image quality was not.